A 1975 VERSION OF THE SUBULA NEW TESTAMENT became available in audio form in 2012. The Subula community began to actively seek ways to revise the New Testament and translate the Old Testament. The Department of Translation and Literacy (DTA) of the Cameroon Evangelical Lutheran Church (EELC) and Lutheran Bible Translators joined the effort in 2013.

Enthusiasm and support for the project is high among the Subula. They have a renewed pride in their language - the heart and soul of their culture. Initial plans include meetings with Subula church and community leaders, visits to villages, development of an app, construction of a translation and literacy office, and selection and training of translation staff. The literacy program is seeing success and more Subula are eager for their chance to participate.

Put God’s Word in their hands

Support Subula* Bible Translation and Literacy: lbt.org/subula

*pseudonym used because of sensitive situation

Lutheran Bible Translators is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization and your gift is tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.